2015-16
ORG SENATORS

AMERICAN RED CROSS ALIYA HAI
AMNESTY INT’L STELLA ELLWOOD / SOPHIE RAIFFA
APAU (ALTERNATING)
ASA EMILY LYNCH
AWAZ (ALTERNATING)
BELLATRIX DESTINEE KEMP
CAUSE BOARD MICHAELLA COUGHLIN
CCA & ANIMAL WELFARE ASSOCIATION ZHIXIN LIU
CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY CLUB LILLIA BAIRD
CHORALE RACHEL MARIE MATHENY
COGA ALLEGRA DUFRESNE
CONSCIOUS POETS SOCIETY AICHA BELABBES
DEBATE SOCIETY ASHLEY LUND
DRESSAGE CAMILLE REPPERT/ELLIE DEMMONS
ECONOMICS SOCIETY LONGYING XIE /
SUDIKSHA JOSHI / FAREEHA SHAMIM
FEMMEPOWERED SYDNEY GOLDMAN
FENCING JENNIFER LAMY
FILM SOCIETY ASHLING QUINN
FRANCES PERKINS SANDRA BOTHA /
ANASTASIA IZVEKOVA
2015-16 ORG SENATORS

Glee Club Charlotte White
Handbells Helaina Peck
Ice Hockey Molly Lapointe
Italian Club Rachele Carbutt
Kachimushi Naginata Caitlin Riley
Korean American Sisters Assoc. Sabrina Im
La Unidad Ana Karolina Sousa
Llamarada (Yearbook) Emily Serleth
MHACASA Alternating
Mecha Karen Fernandez
Medlife Monica Larosa
Mert Michala Sawyer
MHC Arab Association Diana Sibai/Joud Mari
Model UN Morgan McNamara/Kelly Charest/Kim Foreiter
Moneta Katherine Clark
Muslim Student Association Zanida Sheikh
Neuroscience Student Forum Gabi Myca
The Network Sidonie Le Youdec
Nice Shoes a Capella Elaine Hartman
Odottemita Karen Lee/Elizabeth Litchfield
2015-16 ORG SENATORS
OUTING CLUB AN NGUYEN
PRE-LAW ASSOC. NICOLE PALMER/VIOLET FORTIER
PROJECT THEATRE EMILY KYTE
RAINBOW JELLY DANCE SUSANNA HUANG/ELIZABETH LITCHFIELD
ROOSEVET CLARA FÄRBER
RUGBY TEAM LILLIANA BECKMANN
RUSSIAN CLUB GIGI GONZALEZ
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
STUDENT ATHLETES ADVISING COMMITTEE (SAAC)
CLARISSA LEIGH/NICOLE VILLACRÉS
THE F WORD
STIRLING MACKIE/LIANNE HOFFMAN-SMITH
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOTTLE ACHAETEY KABAL
TREBLE EFFECT MADELINE HANSEN
THE UNUSUAL SUSPECTS FRANCIS MCKANE
WESTERN TEAM ALEXA FIFIELD